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ABSTRACT

Precipitation is dependent on a myriad of atmospheric condi-
tions. In this paper, we study how certain atmospheric pa-
rameters impact the occurrence of rainfall. We propose a
data-driven, machine-learning based methodology to detect
precipitation using various meteorological sensor data. Our
approach achieves a true detection rate of 87.4% and a mod-
erately low false alarm rate of 32.2%.

Index Terms— Precipitation, PWV, remote sensing, ma-
chine learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Precipitation initiation is a dynamic process that is influenced
by many weather variables, location, and seasons. In general
terms, as a parcel of air containing water vapor rises in the
atmosphere, it will reach a certain height at which the tem-
perature drops below the dew point and the air becomes satu-
rated. Any small excess of water vapor beyond this saturation
point will cause the excess amount of vapor to condense into
liquid water or ice, forming clouds [1]. Further ascent of wa-
ter vapor can lead to the growth of clouds, which may finally
precipitate. However, predicting rainfall from the behavior of
different weather parameters is challenging.

The research community has shown growing interest in
rainfall prediction over the past few years. Recent publi-
cations [2, 3] have discussed using precipitable water va-
por (PWV) content derived from Global Positioning System
(GPS) signal delay to predict the rainfall. We have also used
GPS-derived PWV values for rain prediction [4] and have
employed sky cameras [5] to detect the onset of precipita-
tion [6]. However, the water vapor content of the atmosphere
– albeit a good indicator of rain – is not sufficient to predict
rain with high accuracy. Other researchers [7, 8] have sug-
gested using other meteorological parameters. In [9], we
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have provided a systematic analysis of the various weather
parameters for rainfall detection.

In this paper, we use various surface weather parameters
along with the water vapor content derived from GPS, and im-
plement a machine learning based technique to classify rain
and no rain observations. In the following sections, we de-
scribe the dataset used in this paper and present the proposed
algorithmic approach. Then we discuss the experiments and
test results. Finally, we conclude the paper with future di-
rections. The source code of all simulations in this paper is
available online.1

2. FEATURES FOR RAINFALL CLASSIFICATION

In this section, we describe the different variables, including
surface weather parameters, total column water vapor content,
and seasonal/diurnal characteristics, which are later used for
rainfall classification.

2.1. Surface Weather Parameters

Surface weather parameters recorded by a weather station
(Davis Instruments 7440 Weather Vantage Pro II) with tipping
bucket rain gauge are used in this study. The weather station is
located at Nanyang Technological University (NTU), (1.3◦N,
103.68◦E). The following weather station measurements are
used for this paper:

• Surface temperature (◦C),

• Relative humidity (RH) (%),

• Dew point (◦C),

• Solar irradiance (W/m2),

• Rainfall rate (mm/hr).

All the recorded weather parameters have a temporal resolu-
tion of 1 minute.

1 https://github.com/shilpa-manandhar/
precipitation-detection
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Fig. 1: Time series of different weather parameters. (a) PWV and Rainfall rate; (b) Surface Temperature, Dew point, and
Relative humidity; (c) Solar irradiance. The horizontal axis for all subplots represents the time in day of the year (DoY). For
example, 334.8 indicates November 30 at 19:20.

2.2. GPS Derived Water Vapor Content

In addition to the various surface weather parameters, pre-
cipitable water vapor (PWV) values derived from GPS sig-
nal delays are used as an additional important feature for the
classification. This section provides a brief overview of the
derivation of PWV values from GPS signal delays.

PWV values (in mm) are calculated using the zenith wet
delay (ZWD), δLo

w, incurred by the GPS signals as follows:

PWV =
PI · δLo

w

ρl
, (1)

where ρl is the density of liquid water (1000 kg/m3), and PI
is the dimensionless factor determined by [10]:

PI = [−sgn(La) · 1.7 · 10−5|La|hfac − 0.0001] ·

cos
2π(DoY − 28)

365.25
+ 0.165− 1.7 · 10−5|La|1.65 + f,

(2)

where La is the latitude, DoY is day-of-year, hfac is either
1.48 or 1.25 for stations in the Northern or Southern hemi-
sphere, respectively. f = −2.38 ·10−6H , where H is the sta-
tion altitude above sea level, can be ignored for H < 1000m.

For this paper, the ZWD values for an IGS GPS station lo-
cated at NTU (station ID: NTUS) are processed using GIPSY
OASIS software and recommended scripts [11]. PWV values
are then calculated for NTUS using Eqs. 1-2, with La = 1.34,
hfac = 1.48, H = 78m. The calculated PWV values have a
temporal resolution of 5 minutes.

2.3. Seasonal and Diurnal Features

Singapore experiences four different seasons:

• North-East Monsoon (NE) during November-March,

• First-Inter Monsoon (FI) during April-May,

• South-West Monsoon (SW) during June-October,

• Second-Inter Monsoon (SI) during October-November.

The period of these seasons vary a little from year to year,
which is updated in a yearly weather report provided by Sin-
gapore’s National Environment Agency (NEA) [12].

The rainfall pattern in Singapore is heavily influenced by
different seasons. Most of the rain is experienced in NE and
SW monsoon seasons. Since seasons play an important role in
rainfall, we include day-of-year (DoY) as a feature for rainfall
classification. Furthermore, rainfall occurrences in tropical
regions like Singapore also show clear diurnal characteristics.
Heavy convective rainfalls are generally experienced during
the late afternoon in the NE monsoon in Singapore. Thus
time-of-day (ToD) is also included as a feature.

2.4. Time Series Example

In this section, we show time series data to illustrate the im-
portance of all the features for rain classification. Fig. 1 shows
the time series of weather parameters over two consecutive
days in 2010. Weather parameters are sampled at 5-minute
intervals to match the GPS PWV timings.



The different features show interesting changes with rain.
PWV values tend to increase before the rain. Surface temper-
ature decreases and matches the dew point temperature dur-
ing the rain. Relative humidity increases and reaches almost
100 % when it rains and RH is also generally higher in the
night time. Similar fluctuations can be observed in the solar
irradiance values. For Singapore, clear sky solar radiation is
around 1000 W/m2 in the daytime [13]. In Fig. 1(c) we can
see the drop in the solar radiation before rain, likely due to the
buildup of clouds. The example also highlights the diurnal
variations of rain and these weather parameters, as discussed
in the previous section.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Database

In this paper, three years (2010-2012) of data are used for the
experiments. The data from 2010-2011 are used for training
and testing the algorithm. For further assessment of the per-
formance, the trained algorithm is also tested on data from a
separate year (2012).

3.2. Dataset Imbalance

For any classification algorithm it is very important to train
a model properly, and thus the training data should be cho-
sen wisely. In this paper, we consider 7 features – temper-
ature, dew point, relative humidity, solar irradiance, PWV,
ToD, and DoY, which are used for binary classification of rain.
Each of these features are used with a temporal resolution of
5 min. If a dataset of 1 year (365 days) is taken as the training
database, it includes a total of 365*288 data points. Out of
these 105,120 data points, there are far fewer data points with
rain than without, because rain is relatively rare event.

For a year’s (2010) data, the ratio of data points with
rain (minority cases) to the data points without rain (majority
cases) is 1:70, which indicates that the database is highly
imbalanced with respect to rain events. Consequently, the
traditional way of separating a database with say 70% of
training size and 30% of test size might result in a biased
model, which is dominated by the characteristics of the ma-
jority database. Instead, we employ random downsampling
techniques to make the training dataset balanced [14].

Random downsampling is one of the techniques used
to overcome the problem of imbalanced databases. In this
method, while forming the training data set, all the cases
from the minority scenario are taken into consideration. Then
the cases from majority scenario are randomly chosen such
that the minority to majority ratio is balanced. There is a
general practice to make the ratio 1:1, but other ratios can
also be considered [14].

3.3. Training and Testing

A certain percentage of data points from two years (2010-
2011) of the database is taken randomly as a training set and
the remaining data as the test set. The training dataset is then
balanced by performing random downsampling to obtain a
minority to majority ratio of 1:1. The balanced training data
is then used to train the model using a Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM). The model is trained for different training data
sizes. Since the training data is selected randomly, for each
training data size, the experiment is performed 100 times and
the average values of the evaluation metrics are calculated.

3.4. Evaluation Metrics

There are different evaluation metrics that can be used to an-
alyze the results. One should choose a suitable evaluation
metric that best fits the scenario. For the study of rain, it is
important to see how well the rainfall is predicted and how
often the methodology makes false predictions. Therefore,
the results are generally expressed in terms of true detection
and false alarm rates [2, 3]. From the confusion matrix, the
true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative
samples are represented by TP , TN , FP and FN respec-
tively. We report the True Detection (TD) and False Alarm
(FA) rates, which are defined as follows:

TD = TP/(TP + FN),

FA = FP/(TN + FP ).

4. RESULTS
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Fig. 2: True Detection and False Alarm rates for test data and
data from 2012.

Fig. 2 shows the average TD and FA values at varying %
of training data size. The model reaches the highest TD at
around 40% of training data size, but the FA is also quite high



at this point. Around a training data size of 20% or lower the
TD is good and the FA values are also lower. Similar results
were obtained when the trained model was tested on data from
a separate year (2012).

Table 1 reports the TD and FA rates at 20% of training
data size and remaining observations as testing data set with
and without downsampling. The results with downsampling
are better as compared to those without. We achieve a high
true detection rate of 87.4% and 85.8% on the test data and
data from 2012 respectively. Similarly, the false alarm rate
is 32.2% and 28.5% for test data and data from 2012 respec-
tively. In the literature [2, 3], a true detection rate of 80%
and a false alarm rate of 60% has been reported for rainfall
prediction using PWV data. The results presented in this pa-
per show a significant improvement in the false alarm rate
reported. Therefore, our approach is able to achieve a better
performance for rain detection.

Table 1: True Detection (TD) and False Alarm (FA) rates in
% at 20% training data size.

Dataset
Without

downsampling
With

downsampling

TD FA TD FA
Test Data 82.5 44.8 87.4 32.2
2012 Data 82.9 42.4 85.8 28.5

5. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a machine-learning based framework to detect
precipitation from regular surface meteorological parameters
and GPS derived PWV has been presented. Our proposed
method has a high true detection rate and moderately low
false alarm rate, as demonstrated using weather data from the
tropics. In the future, we plan to use set-theory based tech-
niques [15] to analyze the impact of these various features on
precipitation. We also plan to study methodologies to further
reduce false alarms. We will also explore other techniques to
counter the effects of an unbalanced dataset with rare events
of interest.
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